4.6 ford cylinder numbers

A part of understanding the basics of a V8 engine is to know how the cylinders are numbered.
According to BoxWrench, "Cylinder numbering refers to how the bores within the block are
oriented and numbered. A V8 engine has eight cylinders, with one cylinder placed beneath each
spark plug below the two valve covers on each half of the engine. Four cylinders sit on both the
right and left sides of the engine, for a total of eight. To determine the location of parts on a car
or truck or its engine with regard to left or right side, the accepted method is from sitting inside
the car. When looking at the V8 engine for cylinder placement, keep in mind that and references
to the right and left side of an engine will be reversed, when compared with sitting inside the
car. There is not one standard method for having the cylinders numbered on a V8 engine. Each
manufacturer chooses its own system, or uses a basic method shared by other manufacturers,
since this is not necessarily considered a proprietary element in the operation of an engine or
its design. In the most common method for cylinder numbering of a V8 engine, when facing the
engine from the front of the car, the cylinder on your actual right side and closest to you is the
number one cylinder. Then jumping to your actual left side, the closest cylinder to you is the
number two cylinder. This back and forth counting continues in this pattern for all eight
cylinders. In effect, all odd-numbered cylinders are on your actual right side, while all the even
numbers are on your left side. Basically if the V-sides of the engine were folded into each other,
the cylinder numbers would fall inline and in order. Ford Motor Company numbers its cylinders
along each side from front to back. When looking at the engine, start on your actual left-hand
side with the cylinder closest to you as number one, followed by two, three and four. Then look
to your actual right-hand side; the cylinder closest to you is number five, moving along the line
away from you to number eight. The cylinders in any engine, V8 or otherwise do not all fire at
the same time. Each cylinder takes its turn in a predetermined rotation, which is not the same
order as the cylinder numbering. According to BoxWrench, the basic Ford firing order is as
follows: First cylinder number one, followed by five, four, two, six, three, seven and finally
number eight; then the rotation begins again and continues while the engine is in operation. The
firing order may change between models, even when the manufacturer uses a standard firing
order for other modes. Its always best to check the owner's manual for specific firing order.
Cynthia Clark began writing professionally in Her work experience includes all areas of
small-business development, real-estate investments, home remodeling and Web development.
Clark is skilled in a number of design disciplines from digital graphics to interior design. Her
diverse background and commonsense problem-solving skills allow her to tackle a variety of
topics as an online writer. Most Common In the most common method for cylinder numbering
of a V8 engine, when facing the engine from the front of the car, the cylinder on your actual right
side and closest to you is the number one cylinder. Ford Numbering Ford Motor Company
numbers its cylinders along each side from front to back. Firing Order The cylinders in any
engine, V8 or otherwise do not all fire at the same time. Asked by Wiki User. What do you mean?
Are you asking for the firing order on a 4. Ford 4. Passenger side, front of engine. For the 2. US
gal. These are incompatible units. Liter is volume 3 dimensions millimeter is linear 1 dimension.
Depends what the numbers actually represent. Shoulda drew a diagram first. There may be one
on a sticker under the hood. If you meant the 4. No other number is equal to No whole 3
consecutive numbers total If I'm right, there are 46 prime numbers The greatest common factor
of the numbers 46 and 92 is They are: 1, 2, 23, Think of 46 as 46 dollars, and 0. Only one can go
into both numbers since 46 is not divisible by 3 or nine. Ask Question. Ford Expedition Eddie
Bauer. Ford Expedition XLT. Ford F See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related
Questions. Where is the number one cylinder bank on a Ford 46 liter? Which relay is the fuel
pump relay on a ford ranger? What is the cylinder head torque spec for a 93 Chevy 2. What does
a pf 46 oil filter fit? What are the divisible numbers for 46? How much is 46 liter? How much
does 46 liter equals a millimeter? Was ist 46 cl in liter? Which is greater 6 or 46? Belt diagram
for cougar xr7 46 liter engine? How many cubic inches is the 46 liter motor? What two numbers
equal 46? Which 3 consecutive numbers total 46? How many prime numbers between ? What is
thr gcf of 46 and 92? The sum of two odd numbers is 46 The larger number is more than twice
the smaller number Find the numbers? What are all the number that can be multiplied into 46?
What is the GCF of the numbers 24 and 46? What two numbers are multiplied to get 46? What
numbers go into 46 evenly? One tenth of a liter equals? How is 46 greater than 0. What numbers
go into 9 and 46? What two prime numbers makes the sum of 46? Trending Questions Is silence
a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal
Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By
Fletcher Altenwerth. How many feet are in seven minutes? Asked By Wiki User. Why were the
English able to defeat the french in early battles such as the one at crecy? What are the duties
of a health prefect? What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? What number is the
opposite of 0. Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music

become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without
crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica
Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals
name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all
time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter.
Previously Viewed What is the cylinder numbers on a 4. Unanswered Questions What values
can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and
handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok
story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in
the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written
permission of Multiply. The firing order for a 4. On Ford V-8 engines, cylinder number 1 is at the
front of the engine on the driver's side of the vehicle. Ford numbers the cylinders in sequential
order from front to back of the engine, with numbers 1 through 4 on the driver's side and 5
through 8 on the passenger side. Ford's introduction of the modular series of engines brought
production of their popular Windsor engines to an end. With a smaller displacement, these
engines offer more power and the smoothness to meet demands of the company's top-line
Lincoln Town Car. Wikipedia reports the use of the 4. In trucks, Ford markets the modular
engine as the Triton. Production lines of this engine include two-, three- and four-valve
versions. The Ford 4. There are two major known issues with the modular Ford engines. The
first deals with Ford's use of DuPont nylon intake manifolds, which are known to crack and leak
coolant. As of , the replacement warranty for these manifolds due to a lawsuit has expired. The
second issue includes missing spark plug threads and difficult-to-remove plugs, issues for
which Ford also extends the warranty. What Is the Firing Order on a 4. More From Reference.
Mailing a Letter to Japan? Estate Planning How to Probate a Will. Testing a misfire code P, P, P,
P, P, P, P, P, P can be quite a challenge, since so many different things can cause a misfire on
your 4. With this article, I'm gonna' help you demystify the whole process of testing a misfire
condition on your Ford car, SUV or pick up with either a 4. More importantly, at the end of the
article, I'll tell you where to find the step-by-step misfire test articles. Having worked around
cars as an automotive tech for 20 years now and taking into account that most of you reading
this article are NOT professional automotive techs, I can tell you that testing a misfire condition
is not hard. In the next section we'll explore some of the common areas these misfires live in
and in the process we'll find out what causes a misfire condition. Let's read on and find out. As
you may already know, each cylinder needs 3 very specific things to produce power and they
are:. If any one of these components is missing, in any one engine cylinder, your 4. So then, the
fault could lie in. Now, in most cases Let's take a brief look at the different things that can cause
your 4. Ignition System: If any one engine cylinder is not getting spark, then you'll have a
bona-fide misfire on your hands. The good news is that all of the components that make up the
ignition system can be tested, and I'll show you how. Fuel System: If fuel is missing from any
one specific engine cylinder, it will misfire. Engine Mechanical Condition: This is one of the
most overlooked conditions when testing for a misfire. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a
small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website.
Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to
help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 4.
Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! The
Ford modular engine has a long, varied, and unique history that has spanned more than 25
years, with many component, year, and factory of manufacture differences. With this storied
and distinguished history, you need to recognize that all modular engines were not created
equal. Three block heights were used: the smaller displacements 4. After that the similarities
start to fade. Ford Performance Parts offers both a production and modified version of the 5.
The MM50A is rated at hp and ft-lbs of torque. It has an aluminum block and DOHC heads,
forged steel crank and rods, and features compression. It shares the same mounting pattern as
earlier modular engines so it transplants well. Photo Courtesy Ford Performance Parts. It was
delayed in the new Mustang platform until and a GT version was used up until Both 4. The 4.
The 6. The three-valve version was introduced in and was used in the Mustang GT through The
4V became the basis for all the performance-based modular engines. The First Mustang Cobras
got the 4V engine in The Coyote is also the foundation for the new 5. For big truck application,
Ford made a V that uses modular engine technology. The displacement is 6. It was used in
trucks and vans up through Later three- and four-valve engines produce far more horsepower
and torque than earlier two-valve engines. The later two-valve engines produce much more
horsepower than the earlier engines. This chapter gives you a brief history of the modular
engine, and it highlights the major differences among engines in the series. I do not have the

space to cover all differences because that would require a book all its own, and it would be
obsolete once it was written. Because Ford frequently makes changes to this platform, fitment
and components often change. And what is true today may very well not be true tomorrow. This
chapter provides a comprehensive guide to the range of modular engines and should help you
to identify what you have. And whether you are well-versed in modular performance or a
complete novice, remember this one rule: You need to know the engine package you have; it
not only determines the suitability for a particular engine swap to a chassis, but with all the
changes and inflexibility this knowledge keeps you from making a very expensive mistake. But
nothing is further from the truth. As you will discover, the modular engine family has
tremendous variety among parts and little commonality. These engines were assembled in
different plants, and parts were built differently at the various locations. These engines are
matched components to a specific platform. It is important to know what you have. If you plan
on doing performance upgrades, it is important to partner with people who are versed in these
engines and read the books recommended in Chapter 1. All of these plants have different
specifications or blueprints and, as a result, the modular engines built at the various factories
are often different. To give you an idea of how complex these engines are, here are just a few of
the many changes between the Romeo and Windsor SOHC engines:. As you can see, it can be
difficult to interchange parts between assembly plants. An engine cobbled together by someone
unfamiliar with the platform can end up an expensive boat anchor. If you are looking at a
complete donor car or are shopping for a used engine, the vehicle VIN sticker in the door tells
you a lot about the engine and drivetrain. These charts list the engine codes for modular
engines â€” If you are looking at a complete donor vehicle for your swap project, two pieces of
information from the Vehicle Identification Number VIN help you figure out what you have and
what you need. The first is the 8th digit of the VIN that specifies the engine installed in the
vehicle. The second is the 10th digit that denotes the model year of the vehicle not the year it
was built. This breakdown shows the year digit, which is in the 10th position of the VIN. Ford
used a letter at the end of the s, switched to numbers for the s, and then back to the beginning
of the alphabet for the next decade. The sequence of engine codes for modular engines from to
was not consistent with letters and numbers, and used the same designators in different years.
In some cases, within the same year the code could be for either a 6-cylinder or a modular
engine, depending on the vehicle. The horsepower ratings also varied over the course of the
engine series build, so it is provided here as a range. Finally, a W-code engine in a Crown
Victoria and a Ford F may have come from the same plant Romeo, Michigan , but have different
components mounted on it, such as intake and exhaust manifolds. The 10th digit designates the
year the engine was manufactured. Because of the many running changes in the plants, this
may be helpful to you and your engine builder when searching out performance or replacement
parts if needed. The next level of engine ID is the engine tag. The engine tag includes
information on engine calibration, date of manufacture, and assembly plant. Some of them are
stickers, others ink. It is possible that they can be switched or fade over time, so the
identification of an engine can become difficult. Here are some of the ways to identify an engine.
Ford used primarily vinyl stickers to denote its engines through the modular engine years. The
calibration code 2GAA denotes this engine as a Cobra supercharged engine. This sticker is
located on the passenger-side valvecover at the bottom middle of the cover. A similar sticker is
located on the driver-side valvecover, but only has the engine calibration code, date of
manufacture, and a large bar code. Ford has stayed fairly consistent with the base
specifications of these engines, with only a few custom setups. Although at least a half dozen
displacements exist for the modular engine, the base dimensions are one of the more constant
parts of these engines. All the engines share the same bore spacing at mm 3. The two standard
block deck heights are the taller 5. The 5. But there are variations within variations. This allows
for bigger volumes than the standard modular engine platforms. The Triton 6. Ford has had
dozens of blocks over the years, made either from aluminum or iron. Between these engines not
much interchanges. Some high-performance builders favor certain blocks, but in general all the
blocks are very good, strong pieces. What you have will probably work fine. All modular engine
heads are made from aluminum. Note the added chain to run the second cam, the
center-mounted spark plug, and the use of cam followers and valve-lash adjusters. All modular
engine cylinder heads are made from aluminum and come in three basic configurations: a
single overhead cam SOHC with two valves per cylinder, an SOHC with three valves per cylinder
two intake, one exhaust , and a dual overhead cam DOHC with four valves per cylinder. Ford
has changed the intake ports and exhaust configuration frequently through the years, making it
difficult to swap cylinder heads on these engines. Early 4V heads had dual ports, which was
changed to a single port in Crankshafts come in 6-bolt and 8-bolt configurations. The 6-bolt
crankshafts were made at the Windsor plant, and the 6- and 8-bolts cranks were used at Romeo.

Some special crankshafts were made, such as the forged-steel crank first used in the
supercharged Cobra engines. A lot of performance parts, such as flywheels and clutches, favor
the 8-bolt crankshaft. In Ford introduced the new flat plane crankshaft for the 5. The firing order
is different from all the other modular engines and gives the engine a unique sound. Ford
turned the performance world on its head with the 5. The flat plane crank allows the engine to
fire left right bank evenly, different than normal V-8 engines. This allows for better exhaust
scavenging than traditional V-8s. Weight savings is due to not having additional
counterweights. Firing order on most modular engines is , and the 5. Most performance
aftermarket companies design parts for the stronger eight-bolt crankshaft design. When Ford
came out with the Cobra, it opted for a forged steel crank to handle the supercharged engine.
Forged steel cranks then started making their way into other production engines. The intakes
vary depending on application. Triton or Ford truck intakes tend to be taller with smaller, longer
runners, whereas cars such as the Ford Mustang have the shortest intakes for clearance. One of
the early problems with the intake was a cracking condition with the new nylon designed intake
manifold. The intake would crack along the front coolant crossover and the fitting ports would
pull out. Ford solved the problem with these 4. This remained on the 4. The design for later
engines was improved and the intakes became all composite again. Ford used multiple intake
port designs on the modular engine, so swapping among different engines is very difficult. It
shuts off part of the intake runners at low RPM on some engines to help with low-end torque.
Performance builders have developed eliminator kits to remove this part for performance
builds, as it can rob power in high-performance engines. With the early engines, Ford found that
by adding a dual intake runner design and by shutting off runners at low RPM and idle, it could
eliminate some of the low-end torque issues with the intake. They both do basically the same
thing: At low RPM it closes one of the runners to allow for better low-end torque. So, which
engine is right for your project? It depends on the goals for the project vehicle. As engines such
as the Coyote continue to grow in popularity, aftermarket parts will become more difficult to
obtain for the 2V as the sources dry up. In fact, while I was writing this book parts that were
available became unavailable as they were replaced with parts for the newer platforms. The
older engine combinations may be easier to work with on items such as computers and wiring.
The Ford computer controls sold through Ford Performance Parts made a big change on the
ease of installing the newer engines, but they are only for use in the later throttle-by-wire
setups. The most popular conversion so far seems to be the Coyote platform. Available since ,
plenty of used engines are now available, and Ford Performance Parts sells some amazing crate
engines. Surprisingly, the â€” Cobra Terminator conversion remains a popular conversion
engine. Plenty of horsepower, a rugged cast-iron block, and no throttle-by-wire, it was the
epitome of cable-throttle engines, and Terminator engines have retained their value because of
this. But the initial cost of these engines will be higher. If eye candy is what you are looking for,
there is nothing more impressive than opening the hood and seeing those DOHC valvecovers
staring at you. But the 4. Superchargers, turbochargers, and nitrous are available for all the
platforms and most certainly dress up any engine compartment. The modular engine that fits
your project goals, engine compartment, and budget is the right one for you. Read on to gain
the expertise to select the right one. Selecting a suitable transmission for your modular engine
and swap project is a little simpler, even though Ford used a variety of automatics and manuals.
Except for in the first few years, most of the automatics were electronically controlled, making it
fairly straightforward to choose a transmission to tie in to your electronics package selection.
All but two modular engines have the same bellhousing bolt pattern. The exceptions are: the
very first blocks that were mated to the non-electronic AOD transmissions, which had a
small-block Ford pattern, and the â€” Lincoln Continental, which was a front-wheel-drive,
front-sump engine with a different pattern for the transaxle and carried PN F6OE. Earlier cars
carried a five-digit code; the first two digits of the number tell you what type of transmission
was installed in the vehicle. Later, Ford went to a single-letter code for transmission
identification. Listing each type of transmission is difficult. Transmissions can be grouped
together, and Ford mated the modular engine to an array of automatics and manuals. Following
is a list of transmissions with the exception of some heavy-duty trucks. I discuss more about
fitting transmissions in Chapter 8. The modular bellhousing pattern right is similar but different
than the small-block Ford pattern. The most significant change is that the center two mounting
bolts now run through the transmission dowel alignment pins rather than just above them. Note
the size of the mini starter and its position on the bellhousing. In the late s, Ford discontinued
the old-style mechanical speedometer gear in favor of an electronic pickup called the Variable
Speed Sensor, or VSS. A spoke wheel passes through a magnetic field and the computer counts
the triggers and calculates the speed of the vehicle. Calibrating the speedometer is a snap any
time you change gears or tire size. The downfall may come in some older street rods that still

use a mechanical speedometer, but there are ways around it. Aftermarket transmissions are
available in mechanical or electronic versions. Most modular engine applications use an
automatic transmission. Except for the transaxle found in the Lincoln Continental, all are robust
transmissions derived from earlier transmissions. As the transmissions added gears, their size
increased as well. The earlier 4-speed overdrive transmissions may not be in fashion, but they
have the advantage of robust design, and the aftermarket has developed them to handle huge
horsepower loads. Another advantage of earlier transmissions is that they fit into tighter
transmission tunnels, making them easier to install than the latter units. See Chapter 8 for
specific information on all of these transmissions. Released in , the first automatics were
vacuum-operated and fully actuated. The stock overdrive transmission is rated at hp and ft-lbs
of torque. The 4R series transmissions began replacing the AOD transmissions about and were
used up through in large cars such as the Ford Crown Victoria. While the 4R70W was used with
the smaller 4. These transmissions were used in Ford trucks and vans â€” A 5R version was
used in Super Duty trucks and was different from the 5R55 series because it was derived from
and replaced the heavy-duty 4R 4-speed automatics. This light-duty transmission had been
around a couple of years until it was fitted into the â€” Mustangs, and the 5R replaced the 4R in
â€” The 6R80 and other 6R series 6-speed automatics were developed from the ZF transmission
and built under license by Ford. The 6R series replaced the 5R series in The 6R series replaced
the 5R in Ford heavy trucks and vans in Manual transmissions are found in the Mustang and
Ford trucks, but keep in mind that the shifter location on these transmissions dictates the use
or application of the transmissions. Ford mounts the truck engine up and under the chassis
cab, so the shifter position is typically midpoint on the housing. Mustang transmissions are
generally found at the end of the tailshaft or even remote behind the shaft. The earlier manual
transmissions were a bit weaker and went through some warranty issues, and the latest
versions tend to have issues with the shifting. The T series, while bigger and bulkier than the
earlier transmissions, is very robust and is still favored by the aftermarket community. It can
also be found in both clutch fork and hydraulic throw-out bearing versions from Ford. See
Chapter 8 for more information. The T suffered from shifting issues and the corrected some of
those problems. Ford issued numerous service bulletins to remedy the shifting problems on the
â€” transmission. This transmission can handle a lot of torque. These transmissions can
transmit up to about hp, which is suitable for most high-performance street cars. These were
fitted with a unique fork placement and used a cable clutch. The T was derived from the T,
shares some of the same internals as the T, and uses a hydraulic throw-out bearing instead of a
clutch fork. The T was used in the Shelby GT â€” Two models were offered: the light-duty R1
and medium duty R2. This transmission is suitable for most applications up to about hp. The
manual was dropped in the United States in The S is rated to transmit ft-lbs of torque, so they
are tough enough for many specialized and high-performance applications. It is important to be
sure that the transmission you select matches your application and engine output. Ford
Performance offers both production versions and special-built versions of its engines. Which
one fits your project depends on your horsepower needs and budget. It comes with CNC ported
cylinder heads, a dual mm throttle body and a slew of high-end Ford racing extras. One way to
identify the Ford Performance Parts Coyote engines is by the bar code sticker mounted to the
back of the driver-side block just below the cylinder head. Output was in the mid hp range and a
punched out 5. The Aluminator started out as an all-aluminum version of the famed â€” 4. The
current iteration of the moniker is an all-aluminum 5. This was the first 5. It was capable of
horsepower ratings over and torque of ft-lbs or more. The engine features a Ford Performance
alloy aluminum block, high-flow cylinder heads, and mm-lift camshafts. The car was provided
by Blake Hartman. The Boss modular is a beefed-up 5. It features high-strength components
and goodies such as CNC-machined ports, forged connecting rods, forged-steel cranks, and
forged pistons. It produces hp at 6, rpm and ft-lbs of torque at 4, rpm. Until Ford offers the 5.
The aftermarket has been cautious when it comes to the production of hard parts such as
blocks and heads. Most of the aftermarket crate engines are based on production Ford
components. Just when you think Ford has settled into a stable new platform, it goes and
improves it again. The Coyote is a good foundation for modular engine builds, but then Ford
changed things again when it came out with the flat plane crank 5. Machine from a billet of T6
aluminum, the blocks are available in short and tall deck heights. Engine displacements up to 6.
Photo Courtesy Modular Motorsports Racing. Sean Hyland Motorsport was the first to come out
with an aftermarket racing block for the short 4. SHM poured all its experience in producing a
block that can be punched out to 6. It accepts all modular engine cylinder head configurations.
Note the extra material cast around the cross bolt main holes. Photo Courtesy Sean Hyland
Motorsports. Trick Flow Specialties has been building small-block Ford heads for years, and it
is the aftermarket choice for racing 4. The TFS heads are designed for bigger bore engine builds

and high-horsepower applications. It works with performance-improved PI intake manifolds,
CNC-ported combustion chambers and patented replaceable cam bearing journals. Photo
Courtesy Trick Flow Specialties. Brett is a longtime Ford guy who wanted to build something
unique, and this beautiful Mustang II is the result. Fitted with a hp 6. He drew the concept car
with the corners widened to fit the driveline, and the build gurus at A-Team Racing in Bend,
Oregon, made the designs into reality. Fitting cubic inches into a space barely big enough for a
small-block was going to require some major stretching and pulling. The engine started out as a
stock 6. The Iskenderian camshafts were custom reground and psi injectors were installed. A
stock Ford computer was re-flashed and installed. The result is a torque monster producing hp
and ft-lbs of torque at the rear wheels. The engine was mated to the torque tube via a
custom-made bellhousing, which connects to the rear-mounted Tremec T 6-speed transmission
and Corvette independent rear suspension. Custom pieces made for the engine include the
valvecovers, intake, and oil pan. The headers were also custom-made and connected to a 3-inch
exhaust system that uses Magnaflow mufflers. The exhaust exits from the back via a central
exhaust port. Stopping the stretch MII is the original six-piston front and four-piston rear brakes
from the Corvette. The weight of the entire build is equivalent to that of the original Dodge Viper,
well under the Corvette and definitely in supercar territory. Even though the car had to be
stretched, the original roofline was not altered and refinements to the body are all custom done
in metal. Fender flares from a Mustang were used to give the body a wide-body treatment, and
the fenders were stretched slightly outward. The side scoops are also functional, and the rear
was originally adorned with a pair of s Celica taillights that fit the pattern and look more like a
classic Mustang tribar taillight. The rear spoiler was increased, and the front air dam was
modeled after the one found on the Boss Mustang. The car was covered in Ford Kona Blue to
complement the satin black highlights. Suspension and drivetrain were transplanted from a
wrecked Corvette. A full tube chassis was built around the suspension underpinnings, and the
V engine was installed. The Mustang II would have to be stretched a full 12 inches to mate with
the new wheelbase. Photo Courtesy Brett Behrens. Brett Behrens of Bend, Oregon, has taken
two things usually not associated with ultra-high end performance and blended them together
to make his own version of the Ford supercar. This Mustang II is fi tted with a 6. Mustang
Evolution is not quite an accurate name for this car. Brett decided that perhaps it was time to
make some improvements while the car was down for repair. The re-works to the reworks was
handled by Mayhem Customs of Portland, Oregon, which includes a revamping of the taillight
area, smoother side scoops, and other minor tweaks to an already amazing bodyline. The big
changes are happening under the hood, where the tube intake is being replaced with a
custom-made stack injection manifold and full Holley computer controls. Torque numbers
should be off the charts. Brett Behrens thinks you can. Brett started up Specialty Car Solutions
specialtycarsolutions. Brett drew his inspiration from the little Mustang that was forgotten by
the rest of the custom world and made a true giant killer. Your ride can be a reality, too. The
chassis is taking shape, and this shot shows the Tremec T transmission used in the transaxle
position of the Corvette designed suspension. With the much lower stance of the new chassis,
the tunnel was all custom fabricated. Note how far back the V sits in the fi rewall of this shot. A
full roll cage was also incorporated into the design. With the exception of the factory nose, all
the outer fabrication is metal. The ram air hood is from a â€” Mach I, the wheel lip openings are
from a Mustang, and the custom nose was designed after the late-model Boss You can see the
stretch done in the fenders and hood, but the original roofl ine remains untouched. Here is the
original confi guration for the V showing the custom tube intake and reversed throttle body
design. Not much exists for the V dress up, so the intake, valvecovers, oil pan and headers all
had to be custom fabricated. Wiring was tucked behind the apron panels for a cleaner engine
compartment. Note the angled corvette-style radiator. Forgeline Laguna rims were selected
along with Toyo tires. This is an original custom tube intake and Accufab throttle body mounted
under the tubes. This system is being replaced with a custom stack injection setup with Holley
computer controls to increase the horsepower level. Photo Courtesy PDXcarculture. If you liked
this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will send you an
exclusive deal on this book. Crankshafts Crankshafts come in 6-bolt and 8-bolt configurations.
The Aluminator The Aluminator started out as an all-aluminum version of the famed â€” 4. The
4. It has also been produced with both iron and aluminum blocks. In a nut shell, not all 4. So
what do the names mean? Romeo â€” Romeo is an engine plant. The first 4. Ford added this
second engine plant in to produce 4. As noted above, was the first year the 4. Teksid â€” Teksid
just refers to aluminum blocks made from by Teksid in Italy. The engine itself was assembled in
Romeo, Michigan. The Teksid blocks are said to be capable of handling 1, horsepower. Fiat
owns Teksid S. The company was established in December ; it designs and produces cylinder
blocks, cylinder heads, exhaust manifolds, drive shafts, camshafts and components for

automobiles and commercial vehicles. Teksid, which is specialized in casting and processing
iron, has plants in France, Portugal, Poland, Brazil, Mexico and China. Since , Teksid S. The
Windsor Aluminum Plant began production of aluminum blocks in It is possible to determine if
you have a Romeo or Windsor engine by looking at the 8th character in the vehicles VIN
number. VIN 6 refers to 4. VIN W refers to 4. VIN X refers to 4. Here is a partial list of vehicles
and the engines that came in them:. The Mustang can be found with the Romeo or Windsor
engine. The and Mustang GTs used Romeo engines. The and most Mustang GTs had Windsor
engines. Here are the basic differences in Romeo and Windsor engines:. If you look closely at
the aluminum block above it has a diamond pattern in the casting on the top of the block. If the
block had squares it would identify it as a Teksid block. These new PI heads offered improved
flow and cam profiles. Ok, since we know the heads are one of the biggest factors in the 4. NPI
Heads:. In , the F and Crown Victoria 4. The Windsor NPI 2-valve cylinder head left shows the
open combustion chamber with the wall beside the intake valve to induce mixture motion in the
chamber. The PI heads right came with a smaller heart shape design. Windsor and Romeo PI
heads for SOHC 2-valve engines flow identically, but have different valve cover and timing chain
cover bolt patterns, and different cam gear attachment styles pressed vs bolted. The Windsor
and Romeo heads use different valve covers. Also make sure you get the coolant tube that runs
through the valley. The PI is larger and sits deeper in the valley. The NPI tube will interfere with
placement of the intake. Next is the coolant crossover tube. NPI cars have 2 temp sending units
in the crossover tube on the intake. One is for the temperature gauge, the other is for the
computer. You may need to drill and tap the PI intake to accept the second temp sensor.
Second, the PI heads use 10 mm accessory bolts. The stock NPI bolts are 8mm. The easiest
solution is to search a junk yard for a PI motor and salvage the bolts. In , Ford introduced the 4.
What made the valve Modular V-8 different was its all-aluminum construction. This new engine
utilized the Teksid aluminum block and is said to be the strongest 4. There a different castings
available for the DOHC heads. These heads can be divided into 2 basic designs:. Both heads are
good heads. The Tumble Port heads are known for making more high end horsepower. The
Twin Port heads create better torque. The Tumble Port heads came on the front wheel drive
Lincoln Continental The Continental block cannot be used in a rear-wheel-drive vehicle, but the
heads can be swapped and the Mustang Cobra. They were never in the Lincoln Mark series
because the Mark series was cancelled in They are suppose to flow better than the pre castings.
The best heads to date were never offered on a production vehicle. They are available on the FR
crate engine. They are bare heads, but Ford also offers camshaft kit cams, valves, springs,
retainers and rockers under part number MT The 3-valve SOHC 4. The engines are equipped
with an electronic Charge Motion Control Valve CMCV system that provides increased charge
motion at low engine speeds for improved emissions and low-rpm torque. All 4. The and earlier
engines featured an aluminum block cast in Italy by Fiat subsidiary Teksid S. Since , all of the 4.
They purchased the motor without a computer and their goal was to see what kind of power
they could build from a junkyard motor. They then added a pair of Comp Cams XEH camshafts,
springs and retainers and produced horsepower. Remember, this horsepower is on an engine
with , miles. These changes resulted in horsepower. Again, another example of respectable
power being built on a used 4. It also uses the Teksid aluminum block. There has been
discussion that the Mark VIII intake has the intake hose coming off the back of the engine and a
body lift would be needed to clear it. If you wanted to install a 4. The vehicle starts and operates
only with the key that matches the sensor in the vehicle, thwarting attempts to hot-wire the
ignition. An indicator lamp shows the system is working. How it works: A miniature transponder
with integrated circuit and antenna is embedded in the ignition key. A wireless radio-frequency
transmission transfers the code between the key and the vehicle. If the codes match, the
module sends a signal through the wiring system to the engine electronic control, allowing the
engine to start. There are 72 million-billion possible codes, so every Ford sold worldwide for the
next 10 billion years could have a unique code. New keys for replacements or spares can be
encoded by dealerships. Under a type E system, the coded keys send a signal to the PATS
transceiver, the transceiver takes the signal and sends it to the PCM where it checks to make
sure that the key code is correct and then allows the motor to run. If the PCM fails to detect the
properly coded key it will do two things. First, it will not allow the injectors to provide fuel to the
motor. If the 4. The problem is more prominent on the Cobra and Mach 1 due to their high
performance nature and tendency to be driven hard. Coolant Leak intake manifold â€” Some
vehicles may exhibit an Intake Manifold crossover first runner coolant seepage condition. This
may be caused by a crack in the intake manifold coolant crossover. There is a replacement
intake available that uses an aluminum coolant crossover instead of plastic. The photo above
shows a stock 4. Spark Plugs â€” Some 4. The spark plugs have the ability to fly through the
hood and a few engine fires have been reported from fuel vapor coming out of the cylinder and

being ignited by the loose plug. Valve Seals â€” The 4. The reason the valve seals start leaking
is that the valve guides on the older style heads are too short, and over time they wear out.
Once the guides are worn, the valve actually starts to wobble a bit while it is being lifted, and
this can very quickly wipe out even new valve seals. Dieseling Noise â€” Many times a dieseling
noise is found to be from a loose timing gear retaining bolt. Easy fix just remove the cam cover
and retighten the bolt. Make sure the bolt is loose by checking for tightness by hand. Timing
Chain Tensioner â€” Ford Motor Company has told its dealers that through model year Ford
Crown Victoria and Mercury Grand Marquis vehicles may exhibit a grinding noise from the
engine timing chain area. This noise, according to Ford, may be caused by excessive wear of
the timing chain tensioner arms. The tensioner arm has an aluminum base with a nylon surface.
The condition can also be detected by fine nylon and or aluminum particles present in the
engine oil. Oil Filter Suggestion â€” It is recommended that you use Motorcraft oil filters. They
have a drain back valve that keeps oil from draining back to the pan when the engine is off.
Most aftermarket filters do not. This prevents knocking on start up and eventual damage from it.
The tolerances are very tight in the valvetrain and any heavier of an oil can eventually cause
valvetrain problems because the hydraulic components stay pumped up and never bleed down
like they should when the engine is running. Estimated reading time: 14 min. Re-hosted from
therangerstation. Triton â€” Triton simply refers to truck engines Intech â€” Simply refers to the
engines in Lincolns. Here is a partial list of vehicles and the engines that came in them: The
Mustang can be found with the Romeo or Windsor engine. The Mustang Cobras used the
aluminum Teksid blocks. There are a variety of differences between the Romeo and Windsor
engine blocks. Here are the basic differences in Romeo and Windsor engines: Romeo was the
only Modular engine plant from Windsor came on line for to build 4. Although Romeo is
primarily a car engine plant, it has produced Modular engines for trucks. Although Windsor is
primarily a truck engine plant, it produced Modular engines for the Mustang G
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T. Although they look similar, Romeo engines employ different blocks, heads, and cranks than
Windsor. Romeo heads employ bolt-on cam journal girdles. Romeo blocks have jackscrew
cross-bolted main caps. Windsor blocks have dowel pin cross-bolted main caps. Timing cover
depends on vehicle type. Romeo cam sprockets are zero-fit and slip right on. Windsor cam
sprockets are pressed on. Romeo cam covers have 11 bolts. Windsor cam covers have 13 bolts.
DOHC engines have secondary timing chains for secondary camshafts. The NPI intake will not
work. Vehicles equipped with the valve DOHC 4. They ported the PI heads and power jumped to
horsepower. Engines to look for: and newer 4. Pre 4. What is a PATS? This problem was also
found on the 4. The problem is fixed by inserting a HeliCoil where the original spark plug hole
was. This problem is said to affect the model years that had aluminum cylinder heads. Bad
timing chain tensioners have been reported on other 4. Was this article helpful? Views: 0.

